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Education 
SEPTEMBER 2017 – DECEMBER 2018 

Master of Arts in Science, Health and Environmental Reporting / New York University, 

New York 

• Marlene Sanders Journalism Award: Recognizes students at the Arthur L. Carter Journalism 
Institute who display energy, skill and devotion in their work. 

SEPTEMBER 2010 – APRIL 2016  

Bachelor of Science in Natural Resource Conservation / University of British 

Columbia, Vancouver 

Experience 
JANUARY 2019 – PRESENT 

Freelance Journalist / Various publications, Canada 

• Pitch and write articles for publications, including The New York Times, Hakai Magazine, Yale 
Environment 360, Popular Science, Audubon and Spectrum. 

• Edit science articles for Newsela, an educational content platform, facilitating reading 
comprehension for students of differing abilities. 

• Copy-edited blog posts, liaised with bloggers to resolve tech issues and created Facebook posts 
for Psychology Today on a freelance basis from December 2019 to October 2021. 

SEPTEMBER 2018 – DECEMBER 2018 

Editorial Intern / Spectrum, New York 

• Wrote news stories for Spectrum, a site for autism researchers, working with editors and fact-
checkers to provide copy on deadline. 

• Pitched story ideas in bi-weekly meetings. 

• Assisted with a shoot for a video about spaces designed for people with autism. 

MAY 2018 – AUGUST 2018 

Research Intern / Ark Media, New York 

• Researched story ideas related to the history of genetics for Ark Media’s “The Gene: An Intimate 
History,” a docuseries aired on PBS. 

• Compiled background information on sources and prepared interview questions. 

• Collected archival footage and images. 

Selected publications 

• Cold Plunges Are Trendy. Can They Really Reduce Anxiety and Depression? Early research 
suggests this age-old practice might benefit mental health, but more research is needed. 

• Cracking Autism’s Sleep Conundrum Sleep problems may contribute to, or derive from, 
autism traits — or both. After decades or work, researchers are beginning to uncover biological 
connections between the two conditions, revealing new paths to potential treatments. 

• Surrogacy Across Species Scientists can now borrow the bodies of one fish species to produce 
another — whether they should, though, is an open question. 
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